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Encoding classical information into quantum
resources
Kamil Korzekwa, Zbigniew Puchała, Marco Tomamichel, Karol Z˙yczkowski
Abstract—We introduce and analyse the problem of encoding
classical information into different resources of a quantum state.
More precisely, we consider a general class of communication sce-
narios characterised by encoding operations that commute with
a unique resource destroying map and leave free states invariant.
Our motivating example is given by encoding information into
coherences of a quantum system with respect to a fixed basis (with
unitaries diagonal in that basis as encodings and the decoherence
channel as a resource destroying map), but the generality of
the framework allows us to explore applications ranging from
super-dense coding to thermodynamics. For any state, we find
that the number of messages that can be encoded into it using
such operations in a one-shot scenario is upper-bounded in terms
of the information spectrum relative entropy between the given
state and its version with erased resources. Furthermore, if the
resource destroying map is a twirling channel over some unitary
group, we find matching one-shot lower-bounds as well. In the
asymptotic setting where we encode into many copies of the
resource state, our bounds yield an operational interpretation
of resource monotones such as the relative entropy of coherence
and its corresponding relative entropy variance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Encoding information for storage or transmission is one of
the most fundamental tasks in information theory [1]. A typical
communication scenario in which a d-dimensional quantum
system is employed to transfer classical information between a
sender S and a receiver R is composed of three stages. First, S
encodes a message m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} by preparing a quantum
system in a state ρm; then, she sends it to R via a noisy
quantum channel N ; finally, R decodes the original message
by performing a measurement on N (ρm). Crucially, it is as-
sumed that the encoding and decoding steps are unconstrained,
so that the problem of optimal information transfer (finding
the maximal M for a given average decoding error ǫ) is fully
specified by the noisy channel N . Holevo, Schumacher and
Westmoreland [2], [3] analyzed this problem in an asymptotic
setting where N is memoryless and can be used multiple
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times. They established the Holevo capacity [4] of N as
the maximal transmission rate (in bits per channel use) that
still allows for asymptotically vanishing error.1 More recently,
various refinements of the trade-off between the decoding error
and the transmission rate have been established [6]–[15] when
the number of channel uses is finite.
Here, we analyze an alternative communication scenario,
where we assume that S and R are connected via a noiseless
channel, N = I, but the encoding ability of S is constrained.
In particular, we assume that S does not have the ability to
prepare arbitrary quantum states. Instead, she is given a state ρ
that acts as an information carrier, and can encode a message
m into it by applying an encoding Em from a constrained set
of quantum channels. We focus on a family of constraints,
each of which is defined via a fixed idempotent channel D
and the following conditions that all allowed encoding maps
Em have to satisfy,
Em ◦ D = D, (1a)
D ◦ Em = D. (1b)
Channels Em satisfying Eqs. (1a)-(1b) will be called encodings
into resources destroyed by D.
To understand the meaning of such constraints, note that
one can interpret D as a resource destroying map [16] that
erases information encoded in degrees of freedom that Em
affects. More precisely, application of D to any state ρ renders
it useless from the perspective of S, as D(ρ) is invariant
under Em through Eq. (1a). Similarly, application of D to an
encoded state Em(ρ) renders it useless from the perspective
of R, as every Em(ρ) gets sent to a fixed state D(ρ) through
Eq. (1b). In other words, the above conditions restrict S to en-
codings satisfying resource non-generating and non-activating
conditions [16], which additionally cannot modify free (non-
resource) states. Therefore, by focusing on encodings into
resources, one investigates the capability of particular degrees
of freedom, corresponding to resources destroyed by D, to
carry classical information.
One of the particularly useful choices of D is a G-twirling
channel G over some unitary subgroup G, i.e.,
G(ρ) := 1|G|
∑
g∈G
U (g)ρU (g)†, (2)
where for continuous subgroups the above sum can be replaced
by an integral
∫
dg with respect to the Haar measure. When G
1Here one considers the setting where a joint decoding measurement is
allowed, but no entanglement between channel inputs is present, avoiding the
issue of super-additivity [5].
2is a full unitary group, G becomes a completely depolarizing
channel, i.e., G(ρ) = 1/d for all ρ. Then, Eq. (1b) is
satisfied automatically and Eq. (1a) constrains the encoding to
unital channels. Physically, this case corresponds to the sender
S being unable to decrease the entropy of the information
carrier, and so the information is encoded into the resource of
purity [17]. Moreover, if G is a unitary group on a subsystem
S1 of a multipartite system S1...n, the encodings are restricted
to unital channels acting locally on S1. This way one can study
encoding information not only into a resource of local purity,
but also in entanglement, allowing one to assess the capacity
of the system for super-dense coding [18].
When G is a subgroup of unitaries diagonal in a given basis
{|k〉} (so it is a subgroup of commuting unitaries), G becomes
a completely dephasing map ∆ with respect to this basis, i.e.,
∆(ρ) =
∑
k〈k|ρ|k〉 |k〉〈k|. Equations (1a)-(1b) then constrain
encoding maps Em to be Schur-product channels [19], [20],
i.e., Em(ρ) = ρ ◦ Cm with Cm being arbitrary correlation
matrices (Cm ≥ 0 and all diagonal entries being 1), and
◦ denoting Schur (entry-wise) product (not to be confused
with composition of quantum channels as in Eqs. (1a)-(1b)).
Since such channels do not modify populations (diagonal
elements of ρ in the given basis), but only affect coherences
(off-diagonal elements), investigating communication scenario
with this constraint corresponds to asking how much classical
information can be encoded into the resource of quantum
coherence [21], [22]. Finally, for a general group G, G is a
projector onto a symmetric subspace, and so G-constrained
encodings correspond to sending information encoded in the
resource of asymmetry [23], i.e., into the degrees of freedom
that are not invariant under the group action.
Another important choice of D is given by a completely
thermalising map, i.e., T (ρ) = γ for all ρ, with γ denoting the
thermal equilibrium Gibbs state. In this case, the considered
constraints limit the sender S to only encode information
with Gibbs-preserving channels, i.e., satisfying Em(γ) = γ.
Physically, this constrains S to obey the second law of ther-
modynamics (in the sense that the encoding channels cannot
bring the information carrier farther out of equilibrium), and
the information is encoded in the resource of thermodynamic
non-equilibrium [24], [25].
In this paper, we derive single-shot lower- and upper-bounds
for the number of classical messages that can be encoded in
quantum resources and then decoded up to average probability
of error ǫ. We then show how, in the limit of large number
of information carriers, the two bounds coincide, yielding
the optimal encoding rate up to the second order asymptotic
expansion. These rates are given by the relative entropy and
relative entropy variance between the state of the information
carrier ρ and the same state with erased resource content
D(ρ). We thus provide an operational meaning to a number
of resource monotones used in various resource theories. In
what follows, we first formally state our results in Sec. II.
Then, in Sec. III, we discuss their relevance and applications
in a variety of quantum communication scenarios. Next, we
provide proofs of the main results in Sec. IV, which is finally
followed by an outlook for future research in Sec. V.
II. STATEMENT OF THE RESULT
Our main goal is to encode a message m, chosen uniformly
at random from the set M = {1, . . . ,M}, using a d-
dimensional quantum state ρ and a constrained set of quantum
channels, described by Eqs. (1a)-(1b), so that this message
can be faithfully recovered later up to average probability of
error ǫ. We are thus looking for an encoder in terms of the
set of quantum channels {Em}m∈M that are encodings into
resources destroyed by some fixed channel D; and a decoder
specified by a quantum measurement described by the POVM
elements {Em}m∈M, such that
1
M
M∑
m=1
Tr (Em(ρ)Em) ≥ 1− ǫ, (3)
i.e., the average probability of incorrectly decoding the mes-
sage is smaller then ǫ. We are interested in maximal allowed
value ofM for given ρ and ǫ. Of special importance is the case
when we deal with N independent and identically distributed
copies of a state ρ, i.e., when we encode into ρ⊗N . Then, the
aim is to find the optimal rate R for encoding information into
resources of quantum systems,
R(ρ,N, ǫ) := sup
{
logM
N
∣∣ Eq. (3) holds} , (4)
and, in particular, to understand its asymptotic behavior as
N →∞.
In order to present our results, we first need to introduce
several entropic quantities. The relative entropy D between
density matrices ρ and σ is defined by [26]
D(ρ‖σ) := tr (ρ(log ρ− log σ)) , (5)
while the relative entropy variance V is given by [27], [28]
V (ρ‖σ) := tr (ρ(log ρ− log σ)2)−D(ρ‖σ)2. (6)
The collision relative entropy D2 is defined as follows [29]
D2(ρ‖σ) := logTr
(
σ−1/4ρσ−1/4
)
, (7)
and the information spectrum relative entropy Dδs is given
by [30]
Dδs(ρ‖σ) := sup
{
K
∣∣ Tr (ρΠρ≤2Kσ) ≤ δ}, (8)
where Πρ≤2Kσ is the orthogonal projection onto the union of
eigenspaces of 2Kσ−ρ with non-negative eigenvalues. Finally,
the hypothesis testing relative entropy DǫH is defined by [9]
DǫH(ρ‖σ) := − log inf
{
Tr (Qσ)
∣∣ 0 ≤ Q ≤ 1,
Tr (Qρ) ≥ 1− ǫ} . (9)
Now, we have the following upper-bound for the number
of messages M that can be encoded in resources erased by
arbitrary resource destroying map D.
Lemma 1 (Single-shot upper-bound). The number of mes-
sages M(ρ, ǫ) that can be encoded into resources of a quantum
state ρ destroyed by D, for an average decoding error at most
ǫ, is upper-bounded by
M(ρ, ǫ) ≤ eDǫH (ρ‖D(ρ)). (10)
3For a resource destroying map given by a G-twirling chan-
nel G, the following theorem bounds M in the single-shot
setting from both sides.2
Theorem 2 (Single-shot encoding). The number of messages
M(ρ, ǫ) that can be encoded into resources of a quantum state
ρ destroyed by a G-twirling channel G over a unitary subgroup
G, for an average decoding error at most ǫ, is bounded by
δ eD
ǫ−δ
s
(ρ‖G(ρ)) ≤M(ρ, ǫ) ≤ 1
δ
eD
ǫ+δ
s
(ρ‖G(ρ)), (11)
for all δ ∈ (0,min{ǫ, 1− ǫ}).
Finally, the asymptotic encoding rate into quantum re-
sources destroyed by G is captured by the following theorem:
Theorem 3. The optimal rate R(ρ,N, ǫ) for encoding infor-
mation into resources of a quantum state ρ⊗N destroyed by a
G-twirling channel G⊗N over a unitary subgroup G×N , for an
average decoding error at most ǫ, is governed by the following
second-order asymptotic expansion
R = D(ρ‖G(ρ)) + Φ
−1(ǫ)√
N
√
V (ρ‖G(ρ)) +O (logN) , (12)
with Φ−1 denoting the inverse function of the normal Gaussian
cumulative distribution function Φ.
In what follows, we first discuss and interpret the above
results in Sec. III, and then in Sec. IV we present their proofs.
III. DISCUSSION
From now on we will drop the explicit dependence of the
encoding rate R(ρ,N, ǫ) on the number of copies N and the
acceptable error level ǫ, and will concisely write R(ρ). We will
also use the asymptotic notation, with ≃, . and & denoting
equalities and inequalities up to terms of the order O(logN).
A. Encoding power of unitary subgroups
First, let us note that for a resource destroying map given
by a G-twirling channel G, unitaries U (g) from Eq. (2) satisfy
Eqs. (1a)-(1b) due to the rearrangement lemma, i.e., they form
encodings into resources destroyed by G. In fact, as we will
show in the proof of Theorem 3 in Sec. IV-B, the optimal rate
can be achieved using encodings channels Em given precisely
by unitaries U (g). Thus, the optimal encoding rate into re-
sources destroyed by G coincides with the maximal number of
messages that the sender can encode while being constrained
to only using a subgroup G of all unitary transformations.
This way Theorem 3 yields the encoding power of unitary
subgroups for a given state.
For G being the full unitary group U , we obtain
RU (ρ) ≃ R∞U (ρ) +
Φ−1(ǫ)√
N
√
V (ρ), (13a)
R∞U (ρ) := log d− S(ρ), (13b)
2Lemma 1 gives an alternative, slightly tighter, upper-bound; however, we
opted here for a more symmetrical exposition.
where S(ρ) := −Tr (ρ log ρ) is the von Neumann entropy
and V (ρ) := Tr
(
ρ(S(ρ) + log ρ)2
)
is the entropy variance.
As already mentioned in Sec. I, the above not only specifies
the encoding power of unitary transformations acting on ρ⊗N ,
but also the amount of information that can be encoded in the
resource of purity of the state ρ⊗N .
Now, if G is a proper subgroup of the full unitary group,
we get
RG(ρ) ≃ R∞G (ρ) +
Φ−1(ǫ)√
N
√
V (ρ‖G(ρ)), (14a)
R∞G (ρ) := D(ρ‖G(ρ)) = S(G(ρ)) − S(ρ). (14b)
A more explicit expression for V (ρ‖G(ρ)) can be obtained by
using the covariance.
covρ(A,B) = Tr (ρAB)− Tr (ρA) Tr (ρB) . (15)
Then we have
V (ρ‖G(ρ)) = V (ρ)+V (G(ρ))+2covρ(log ρ, logG(ρ)). (16)
We thus obtain the following additive splitting of the
asymptotic encoding rates
R∞U (ρ) = R
∞
G (ρ) +R
∞
U (G(ρ)), (17)
which can be interpreted as follows. In the asymptotic limit,
N → ∞, the number of messages that can be encoded into
ρ⊗N per one copy of ρ using all unitary transformations splits
additively into two terms. The first one corresponds to the
optimal encoding rate when one is constrained to a subgroup
G of all unitary encodings. The second term tells us about
the maximal number of messages that can be encoded using
all unitaries, but on a state with resources erased by G. In
short: the full unitary encoding power for ρ is just a sum of
the encoding power of G for ρ and the full unitary encoding
power for G(ρ).
Finally, let us note that the above considerations are closely
related to the problem of distinguishing between unitary
channels U (g)(·)U (g)† using an input state ρ, i.e., distinguish-
ing between states σ(g) := U (g)ρU (g)†. In this problem, the
number of messages to be encoded is fixed (and equal to the
order of the group), and one wants to maximise the success
probability of correctly guessing σ(g). The authors of Ref. [31]
showed that this success probability is directly related to a
resource measure known as robustness of asymmetry.
B. Encoding information in quantum coherence
For a given distinguished orthonormal basis {|k〉}dk=1, the
diagonal elements of ρ, 〈k| ρ |k〉, are known as populations,
while the off-diagonal elements, 〈k| ρ |l〉 with k 6= l, are called
coherences. The completely dephasing quantum channel ∆
with respect to this basis sends all coherences to zero whilst
not affecting the populations. More generally, we say that a
quantum channel E is population-preserving if for all k, l we
have
〈k|E(|l〉〈l|)|k〉 = δkl, (18)
with δkl denoting the Kronecker delta. In other words, such
channels process only coherences of a quantum system.
4As already noted in Sec. I, channels Em that are encodings
into resources destroyed by ∆ are precisely the population-
preserving channels. Using Theorems 2 and 3, we can thus
study the capacity of coherence to carry information. This way
we can provide operational meaning to measures of coherence
studied within the resource theory of coherence [22]. In par-
ticular, we have that the asymptotic rate of encoding classical
information into coherences of ρ⊗N is given by
R∆(ρ) ≃ R∞∆ (ρ) +
Φ−1(ǫ)√
N
√
V (ρ‖∆(ρ)), (19a)
R∞∆ (ρ) := D(ρ‖∆(ρ)) = S(∆(ρ)) − S(ρ). (19b)
Here, D(ρ‖∆(ρ)) is the well-known relative entropy of co-
herence that quantifies distillable coherence (and coherence
cost) in the asymptotic limit under incoherent operations [32];
while V (ρ‖∆(ρ)) is the relative entropy variance of coherence
which, to the authors’ best knowledge, is first introduced here.
From the above we see that the states that are asymptotically
optimal for encoding information into coherences are pure
states (so that S(ρ) = 0) that get dephased to a maximally
mixed state (so that S(∆(ρ)) = log d is maximal). The general
form of such a state is given by a uniform superposition of all
states from the distinguished basis.
Using the additive splitting from Eq. (17), we also have
that the amount of information that can be unitarily encoded
in states ρ⊗N is equal to the amount of information that can be
encoded in coherences of ρ⊗N plus the amount of information
that can be encoded in a decohered state ∆(ρ)⊗N . Note, that
this splitting is directly related to decomposing uncertainty
into classical and quantum parts [33].
Moreover, we want to point out that the problem of encoding
information into coherences was studied before in the single-
shot and error-free scenario. First, in Ref. [34], the concept
of coherifying quantum states was introduced: a state ρ is
a coherification of a diagonal state ρ0 if it dephases to
it, i.e., D(ρ) = ρ0. Then, in Ref. [35], the authors were
investigating the number of coherifications of ρ0 with non-
overlapping support or, in other words, the number of perfectly
distinguishable states that are classically indistinguishable (as
they are send to the same state by a dephasing map ∆).
The number of such perfectly distinguishable states was also
related to time-energy uncertainty relation. More precisely, and
specialising to the asymptotic scenario captured by Theorem 3,
consider N copies of a quantum system, each described
by a Hamiltonian H =
∑
k Ek |Ek〉〈Ek| and prepared in
a pure state |ψ〉. Then, the ability of |ψ〉⊗N to act as a
clock can be measured by the number T of distinguishable
states it passes through during a free evolution generated by
the total Hamiltonian. From Eqs. (19a)-(19b), we see that
asymptotically this number is upper-bounded as T ≤ 2h(p)N ,
where h(p) = −∑k pk log pk is the Shannon entropy of
the energy distribution pk := |〈Ek|ψ〉|2. Therefore, the better
resolution of the clock we want to get, the higher entropy of
energy distribution is required, and so the inequality
1
logT
· h(p⊗N ) ≥ 1, (20)
can be interpreted as time-energy uncertainty relation. Of
course, one could also use the second order term from
Eq. (19a) to get an even tighter result.
C. Asymptotic super-dense coding
Consider now encoding information into a state ρAB of
a bipartite system AB (with local dimensions dA and dB),
using encodings into resources destroyed by G-twirling chan-
nel G over all unitaries on A. Such encodings, according
to Eqs. (1a)-(1b), correspond to local unital channels on
system A. Using Theorem 3, we can then find the number of
approximately orthogonal states that the global state of AB
can be steered to by operating only locally on A. We have the
encoding rate given by
Rloc(ρAB) ≃ R∞loc(ρAB) +
Φ−1(ǫ)√
N
√
V (A|B) , (21a)
R∞loc(ρAB) := log dA − S(A|B), (21b)
with S(A|B) = D(ρAB‖1A⊗ ρB) = S(ρAB)− S(ρB) being
the conditional entropy, and V (A|B) = V (ρAB‖1A ⊗ ρB)
being the corresponding variance [27]. We see that the states
that are asymptotically optimal for super-dense coding are
pure states with a maximally mixed marginal, i.e., maximally
entangled states.
In the simplest case of a two-qubit system we can recover
the asymptotic rate for super-dense coding [18]: if ρAB is
a pure product state, we can encode only a single bit per a
copy of ρAB by operating on A; but if ρAB is one of the
four Bell states, we can encode 2 bits per copy, since local
operations can map between all Bell states. More generally, the
above optimal encoding rate recovers the known asymptotic
result obtained first for qubit systems in Ref. [36], and then
generalised to qudits in Ref. [37], but also yields the second
order asymptotic correction term. Also, using again the split-
ting from Eq. (17), we find that the amount of information that
can be encoded via global unitaries in N copies of a state ρAB
is equal to the amount of information that can be encoded in
ρAB via local unitaries on A plus the amount of information
that can be encoded unitarily in ρB:
R∞U (ρAB) = R
∞
loc(ρAB) +R
∞
U (ρB). (22)
D. Collective encoding and encoding via permutations
Let us now switch to an n-partite system with equal local
dimensions d, prepared in a state ρ1...n. We want to discuss
encodings into resources destroyed by two types of resource
destroying maps, Gcol and Gper, acting on each n-partite
system via
Gcol(·) =
∫
U(d)
dg U(g)⊗n(·)U †(g)⊗n, (23a)
Gper(·) = 1
n!
∑
πi∈Sn
πi(·)π†i . (23b)
Here, the integral in the first equation goes over all d-
dimensional unitaries U(g) (according to the Haar measure),
and the sum in the second equation is over all permutations πi
5between n subsystems. In the case of Gcol, Theorems 2 and 3
allow us to study the encoding power of collective unitaries,
i.e., the amount of information that can be encoded into ρ1...n
(or N copies of it) when the allowed operations are given by
the same unitary on each subsystem. This can be interpreted
as encoding information in the global degrees of freedom,
as such unitaries cannot affect relative degrees of freedom
between different subsystems. And, in the case of Gper, we
can investigate how much information can be encoded by just
permuting subsystems between n parties.
In order to find the optimal number of messages that can be
encoded, we need to understand how the twirling operations
Gcol and Gper act on a general state ρ1...n. In the simplest case
of a bipartite system, n = 2, their action takes a particularly
simple form:
Gcol(ρ12) = psΠs
ds
+ (1 − ps) 1−Πs
d2 − ds , (24a)
Gper(ρ12) = Πsρ12Πs + (1−Πs)ρ12(1−Πs), (24b)
where ps = Tr (ρ12Πs), ds = Tr (Πs) = d(d + 1)/2 and Πs
is the projector onto the symmetric subspace, i.e.,
Πs =
d∑
k=1
|kk〉〈kk|+
d∑
k=1
d∑
l=k+1
(|kl〉+|lk〉)(〈kl|+〈lk|)
2
. (25)
We can now ask, which states ρ12 are asymptotically opti-
mal for encoding information using collective unitaries and
permutations. In the first case these are given by pure states
|ψ∗12〉 =
√
d+ 1
2d
|ψs〉+
√
d− 1
2d
|ψa〉, (26)
where |ψs〉 and |ψa〉 are arbitrary pure states living in the sym-
metric and antisymmetric subspaces, respectively. Such states
are optimal, as they are pure and twirl to a maximally mixed
state. In case of encoding information using permutations,
the situation is even simpler, as there are only two allowed
channels (identity and transposition between the two systems).
Thus, the maximal number of messages we can encode per one
copy of the system is upper-bounded by 2. This bound can be
attained, even in single-shot scenario, by simply choosing a
state |01〉.
Beyond the above bipartite example, one could further
investigate multipartite scenarios for n > 2. In order to find
the action of Gcol and Gper (and so to derive the optimal
encoding rate), one could employ the fact that these two
resource destroying maps are closely related via a Schur-
Weyl duality [23]. That is, the permutation group and the
group of collective unitaries commute, and so the tensor
space decomposes into a direct sum of tensor products of
irreducible modules for these two groups. In particular, for
Gcol we could ask whether there always exists a quantum state
ρ1...n that under collective unitaries can asymptotically encode
the ultimate maximal number of bits per system (which is
specified by the dimensionality of ρ1...n, i.e., log d
n). Thus,
the problem is to find a pure state |ψ〉 that is mapped to a
maximally mixed state by Gcol. In Appendix A we briefly
discuss how to approach this problem and provide an example
for a tripartite system. In the case of Gper we could instead ask,
whether it is always possible to find a state ρ1...n that maps
under permutations to a mutually orthogonal set of states,
thus encoding the maximal number of messages min{n!, dn}.
For example, it is to easy to see that when d ≥ n, one can
simply choose a state |ψπ〉 = |1, 2, . . . , d〉, which is mapped
by permutations to n! orthogonal states, and so it is optimal
for encoding messages with permutation group. On the other
hand, when d < n, a plausible ansatz for the optimal state is
given by |ψπ〉⊗⌊nd ⌋ ⊗ |φπ〉 with |φπ〉 = |1, 2, . . . , n− d⌊nd ⌋〉.
E. Shared reference frames and private communication
We now want to briefly discuss the relation between en-
coding into resources destroyed by G and a private classical
communication scheme for a decohering superoperator G [38],
as introduced in the studies on quantum reference frames [39].
In this scenario there are three parties: beyond the sender S
and the receiver R, there is also an eavesdropper E. The
two communicating parties share a private reference frame
for some degree of freedom, i.e., both S and R agree on
the form of group representation U(g) given a classical label
g describing it. As an example, consider a shared Cartesian
frame of reference (given, e.g., by three mutually orthogonal
rigid rods defining directions x, y, z). Then, the classical
description of an element of the rotation group can be given
by three Euler angles with respect to the axes defined by the
shared reference frame. Thus, if S tells R that she prepared a
spin along the positive z direction, and he wants to rotate it,
so that it points in the opposite direction, he knows precisely
which U(g) to perform. However, E that does not have access
to the reference frame, and thus she does not know what “along
positive z direction” means. Therefore, her description of the
system is given by a uniform superposition (stemming from
no knowledge about the orientation of the reference frame)
over all possible rotations of the reference frame. This way a
state ρ is described by E as G(ρ), where G here is the twirling
over SO(3) group, but in general can be given by twirling over
arbitrary group G corresponding to a shared reference frame
between S and R.
Now, following the definition given in Ref. [38], S and R
have a private classical communication scheme employing a
shared reference frame related to a group G, if S can prepare
M orthogonal states σm, such that G(σm) = ρ0 for all m
and some fixed state ρ0. This means that S can send one
of M perfectly distinguishable messages to R, while at the
same time for the eavesdropper E all these messages will
be completely indistinguishable, and so the communication
will be secure. Through Eq. (1b), it is then clear that if for
a state ρ there exists M encodings into resources destroyed
by G, then S and R have a private classical communication
scheme: S prepares one of the states Em(ρ) that are (almost)
perfectly distinguishable by R, but for E they are all described
by G(Em(ρ)) = G(ρ). Note however, that for the asymptotic
result to hold for private communication using ρ⊗N , S and
R require many copies of uncorrelated reference frames –
otherwise E can learn the orientation of the reference frame
from the first few copies of ρ. Alternatively, one could use the
setup of Gcol: namely, instead of performing the asymptotic
6analysis as in Theorem 3, one could use the one-shot bounds
and increase the number of parties that Gcol twirls over (i.e.
we go n→∞ keeping N = 1).
F. Thermodynamics
Finally, we want to make a short comment on the case of a
resource destroying map given by a completely thermalising
map T . Since it is not a G-twirling channel, we cannot use
Theorems 2 or 3, but Lemma 1 still applies in this case.
Thus, in the asymptotic limit, the number M of (almost)
orthogonal states that can be obtained via Gibbs-preserving
operations (that model free thermodynamic transformations
with no external access to any sources of work or sinks of
entropy) from a state ρ⊗N is upper-bounded as
logM . ND(ρ‖γ) +
√
NV (ρ‖γ)Φ−1(ǫ). (27)
Now, the crucial thing is that the entropic quantities appearing
on the right hand side of the above inequality have a clear
thermodynamic interpretation. Denoting by β the inverse tem-
perature, we have that D(ρ‖γ)/β is the free energy of the
state ρ [24]; while V (ρ‖γ) was recently shown to be related
to a generalised heat capacity of ρ [40]. Thus, the number of
messages that can be thermodynamically encoded for free in
a state ρ is bounded by the amount of thermodynamic work
that one can perform while thermalising the state ρ. Or, in
other words, the volume of the future thermal cone of ρ, i.e.,
the number of distinguishable states it can evolve to during
the evolution generated by interaction with the heat bath, is
upper-bounded by the amount of work one can extract from ρ.
IV. DERIVATION OF THE ENCODING BOUNDS
A. Optimality (Proof of Lemma 1)
First, we note that the final state after the encoding, corre-
lated with the chosen message, can be written as
τMQ =
1
M
∑
m∈M
|m〉〈m| ⊗ Em(ρ). (28)
We now assume that there exists a suitable decoder
{Em}m∈M for a faithful recovery up to average failure
probability ǫ (i.e., Eq. (3) is fulfilled), and will show that this
leads to an upper-bound on M given by Lemma 1. To prove
this, let us take a closer look at the hypothesis testing relative
entropy DǫH between τ and
ζ :=
1
M
∑
m∈M
|m〉〈m| ⊗ D(ρ) . (29)
By recalling the definition of DǫH , Eq. (9), we see that
DǫH(τMQ‖ζ) ≥ − logTr (Qζ) (30)
for
Q =
∑
m∈M
|m〉〈m| ⊗ Em. (31)
This is because the above (potentially suboptimal) choice of
Q clearly satisfies 0 ≤ Q ≤ 1 and also
Tr (QτMQ) =
1
M
∑
m∈M
Tr (Em(ρ)Em) ≥ 1− ǫ, (32)
with the final inequality holding, because we assumed that
Eq. (3) is fulfilled. At the same time we have
Tr (Qζ) =
1
M
∑
m∈M
Tr (D(ρ)Em) = 1
M
, (33)
so that
logM ≤ DǫH(τMQ‖ζ). (34)
Next, we employ the data-processing inequality twice. First,
for the channel
E˜ :=
∑
m∈M
|m〉〈m| ⊗ Em (35)
that leaves ζ unchanged, and then for tensoring with the inde-
pendent message register. This yields the following sequence
of inequalities:
DǫH(τMQ‖ζ) = DǫH
(
E˜
(
1
M
∑
m∈M
|m〉〈m| ⊗ ρ
)∥∥∥∥E˜(ζ)
)
≤ DǫH
(
1
M
∑
m∈M
|m〉〈m| ⊗ ρ
∥∥∥∥ζ
)
≤ DǫH
(
ρ
∥∥D(ρ)). (36)
Combining this with Eq. (34), we finally arrive at
logM ≤ DǫH
(
ρ
∥∥D(ρ)). (37)
B. Achieveability (Proof of Theorem 2)
The upper-bound can be proven by employing Lemma 1.
We simply note that according to [27, Lemma 12], we have
DǫH
(
ρ
∥∥D(ρ)) ≤ Dǫ+δs (ρ∥∥D(ρ))+ log 1δ , (38)
for δ ∈ (0, 1−ǫ), which yields the upper-bound in Theorem 2.
In order to prove that the lower-bound from Eq. (11) holds,
we will closely follow the approach of Ref. [41]. We will
consider a whole family of encoder-decoder pairs, each defined
by its codebook C. We will then show that by choosing the
encoder-decoder pair from this family uniformly at random,
and encoding the number of messages given by the claimed
lower-bound, the expected probability of error is below the
required threshold. This, in turn, implies that within the
introduced family there must exist at least one encoder-decoder
pair that allows for encoding that number of messages and
decoding with error at most ǫ.
A given codebook C is defined by a mapping from the
set of messages M to the set of integers {1, . . . , |G|}. The
encoding is then defined as follows. Every message m is first
classically encoded into an gm ∈ {0, . . . , |G|} (corresponding
to the choice of the codebook C), which is used to encode the
message into a quantum system
σ(gm) = U (gm)ρU (gm)†, (39)
where U (gm) is a unitary appearing in the definition of a given
G-twirling channel in Eq. (2). Note that such encodings satisfy
conditions from Eq. (1a)-(1b) due to the rearrangement lemma,
∀g : G(U (g)(·)U (g)†) = U (g)G(·)U (g)† = G(·). (40)
7The decoder, on the other hand, is given by a pretty good
measurement consisting of M POVM elements Em defined
by
Em := Sσ
(gm)S, (41)
with
S =
(
M∑
m=1
σ(gm)
)−1/2
. (42)
We now define the joint message-classical encoding-
quantum encoding system
τMCQ =
1
M
M∑
m=1
|m〉〈m| ⊗ |gm〉〈gm| ⊗ σ(gm), (43)
and all its marginals through partial traces, e.g.,
τQ = TrMC (τMCQ). The probability ps(C) of successfully
decoding the message encoded with the use of a codebook C
is then given by
ps(C) = 1
M
M∑
m=1
Tr
(
σ(gm)Em
)
=
1
M
Tr
(
M∑
m=1
(
S1/2σ(gm)S1/2
)2)
=
1
M
expD2(τMCQ‖τMC ⊗ τQ), (44)
where the final equality is the crucial observation made in
Ref. [41], which relates success probability for pretty good
measurement scheme to the collision relative entropy defined
in Eq. (7).
We now consider a random choice of the codebook C:
each message m is independently encoded into an integer
gm uniformly at random, i.e., all gm are independent and
identically distributed (according to a uniform distribution)
random variables. The success probability Ps averaged over
all choices of codebooks is then given by
PS := ECps(C) = 1
M
EC expD2(τMCQ‖τMC ⊗ τQ)
≥ 1
M
EC expD2(τCQ‖τC ⊗ τQ)
≥ 1
M
expD2(ECτCQ‖ECτC ⊗ τQ), (45)
with the first inequality coming from the data processing
inequality and the second one from the joint convexity of D2.
Let us then evaluate ECτCQ and ECτC ⊗ τQ. We have
ECτCQ =
1
M
EC
M∑
m=1
|gm〉〈gm| ⊗ σ(gm)
= EC |g1〉〈g1| ⊗ σ(g1)
=
1
|G|
|G|∑
g=1
|g〉〈g| ⊗ σ(g)
=W
(
1
|G| ⊗ ρ
)
, (46)
where we introduced a unitary channelW specified by unitary
matrix
W =
|G|∑
g=1
|g〉〈g| ⊗ U (g). (47)
Similarly, we can evaluate the following,
ECτC ⊗ τQ = 1
M2
EC
M∑
m,n=1
|gm〉〈gm| ⊗ σ(gn)
=
1
M2
EC
M∑
m=1
|gm〉〈gm| ⊗ σ(gm)
+
1
M2
EC
M∑
m 6=n=1
|gm〉〈gm| ⊗ σ(gn)
=
1
M
W
(
1
|G| ⊗ ρ
)
+
M − 1
M
EC |g1〉〈g1| ⊗ ECσ(g1)
=
1
M
W
(
1
|G| ⊗ ρ
)
+
M − 1
M
(
1
|G| ⊗ G (ρ)
)
=W
(
1
|G| ⊗
(
1
M
ρ+
M − 1
M
G(ρ)
))
, (48)
where we have used the fact that uniformly random application
of U (g) acts as a G-twirling channel G, and that a G-twirled
state is invariant under unitaries defining G.
Employing the unitary invariance of D2 we thus have
Ps ≥ 1
M
expD2
(
1
|G| ⊗ ρ
∥∥∥∥
1
|G| ⊗
(
1
M
ρ+
M − 1
M
G(ρ)
))
=
1
M
expD2
(
ρ
∥∥∥∥ 1M ρ+ M − 1M G(ρ)
)
. (49)
Now, we use Theorem 3 of Ref. [41], that allows us to
lower-bound the above expression by replacing D2 with the
information spectrum relative entropy Dδs , defined in Eq. (8).
More precisely, for all 0 < δ < 1 it holds that
expD2
(
ρ
∥∥∥∥ 1Mρ+ M − 1M G(ρ)
)
≥ (1 − δ)
(
1
M
+
M − 1
M
exp
[−Dδs (ρ‖G(ρ))]
)−1
≥M(1− δ) (1− (M − 1) exp [−Dδs (ρ‖G(ρ))])
≥M(1− δ)(1 −M exp [−Dδs (ρ‖G(ρ))]). (50)
We can use the above to bound Ps as follows,
Ps ≥ (1− δ)(1−M exp
[−Dδs (ρ‖G(ρ))]), (51)
which yields
M ≥ ǫ− δ
1− δ expD
δ
s (ρ‖G(ρ)) , (52)
8with ǫ := 1 − Ps being the failure probability. Note that,
although the above inequality holds for all 0 < δ < 1, it
is non-trivial only when δ < ǫ.
The simplified bound displayed in Theorem 2 results after
bounding the denominator by 1 and the substitution δ → ǫ−δ.
C. Asymptotics (Proof of Theorem 3)
In order to prove Theorem 3, we simply need to use
Theorem 2 and the second order asymptotic expansions of the
information spectrum relative entropy. First, it was established
in [27] (see also [42]) that for every two density matrices ρ, σ,
fixed 0 < ǫ < 1 and δ = O(1/
√
N) we have
Dǫ±δs
(
ρ⊗N‖σ⊗N) ≃ ND(ρ‖σ) +√NV (ρ‖σ)Φ−1(ǫ). (53)
Recall that ≃ denotes equality up to terms of the order
O(logN). Now, we employ the definition of the encoding rate,
Eq. (4). Substituting δ = 1/
√
N into the bounds in Theorem 2
and applying the above expansion, we obtain
R(ρ,N, ǫ) ≃ D(ρ‖G(ρ)) + Φ
−1(ǫ)√
N
√
V (ρ‖G(ρ)). (54)
V. OUTLOOK
In this paper we have studied the problem of single-shot and
asymptotic encoding of classical information in resources of a
quantum state ρ destroyed by a decohering quantum channel
D, i.e., in the degrees of freedom that completely decohere
under the action of D. We focused on a particular family
of resource destroying maps given by G-twirling operators
G over arbitrary unitary subgroups. In Theorem 2 we found
lower- and upper-bounds for the number of messages that
can be encoded in resources destroyed by G with an error
probability ǫ; while in Theorem 3 we found the second order
asymptotic expansion for the encoding rate. We then discussed
applications of our results to a number of problems in quantum
information theory, including quantifying informational capac-
ity of quantum coherence, usefulness of entangled states for
super-dense coding and encoding power of unitary subgroups.
We see three clear paths for future research stemming from
our results. First, one could look for other unitary subgroups
with operational relevance, and thus find second-order asymp-
totic encoding rates for constrained communication scenarios.
Second, we expect that not only upper-bound holds for gen-
eral resource destroying maps D (Lemma 1), but also that
there should be a lower-bound that asymptotically coincides
with the upper one. In particular, it would be interesting to
prove the existence of such bounds for D being given by a
completely thermalising map T . This way one would relate
the encoding power of Gibbs-preserving operations in a state
ρ with the amount of work that can be extracted from ρ
with these operations, thus providing one more strong link
between information theory and thermodynamics. Finally, as
the optimal encoding rate in resources destroyed by G is given
by S(G(ρ))−S(ρ), one could look for states that maximise this
quantity for general groups G. More broadly, one could also
investigate the generalisation of the concept of coherification,
with asymmetrization of a symmetric state ρ0 = G(ρ0) being
given by any state ρ such that G(ρ) = ρ0. In particular, the
number of orthogonal asymmetrizations of ρ would be then
directly related to the number of classical messages that one
can encode in the resources destroyed by G.
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APPENDIX
A. Procedure for collective twirling
In this appendix we discuss how to find a pure state |ψ∗1...n〉
that is mapped to a maximally mixed state by a resource
destroying map Gcol given by Eq. (23a). For a given operator
A, first using the results of Collins and S´niady [43] and
then employing the explicit expressions provided by Aude-
naert [44], we have
Gcol(A) = 1
n!
∑
π∈Sn
Tr (APπ)Pπ−1
∑
λ⊢n
fλ
sλ(1×d)
Pλ. (55)
In the above Pπ is an operator matrix responsible for per-
mutations of subsystems according to a given permutation π
and fλ is the number of standard Young tableaux with shape
given by a partition λ of n (denoted λ ⊢ n). Next, sλ(1×d) is
a Schur polynomial related to partition λ evaluated at a point
1×d := 1, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
d
. (56)
Finally, operators Pλ are orthogonal projectors indexed by λ,
which form an orthogonal set and add up to identity operator.
These projectors can be defined using permutation matrices
Pπ and the character χ
λ(π) of permutation π (in irreducible
representation of symmetric group labelled by partition λ),
Pλ =
fλ
n!
∑
π∈Sn
χλ(π)Pπ . (57)
Crucially, observe that projectors Pλ are invariant under the
action of Gcol,
Gcol(Pλ) = Pλ. (58)
For detailed definitions of components and factors above we
refer the reader to Ref. [44].
In order to construct |ψ∗1...n〉 one can look for states |xλ〉,
which belong to the non-zero eigenspace of Pλ, i.e.
Pλ|xλ〉 = |xλ〉, (59)
and such that under the action of Gcol they are mapped onto
the full subspace,
Gcol(
∣∣xλ〉〈xλ∣∣) = Pλ
Tr (Pλ)
. (60)
9Then, the following linear combination of such states,
|x〉 :=
∑
λ⊢n
√
Tr (Pλ)
dn
|xλ〉 (61)
would give us the desired state |ψ∗1...n〉, because
Gcol(|x〉〈x|) =
∑
λ⊢n
Pλ
dn
=
1dn
dn
. (62)
As a particular example consider the case of three qubits,
d = 2 and n = 3. We then have P {1,1,1} = 0 and
P {2,1} =
1
3


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 −1 0 −1 0 0 0
0 −1 2 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 0 −1 −1 0
0 −1 −1 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 2 −1 0
0 0 0 −1 0 −1 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


, (63a)
P {3} =
1
3


1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


. (63b)
Now, if we take
|x{2,1}〉 = 1
2
√
3
(0,−2, 1,−
√
3, 1,
√
3, 0, 0)⊤, (64a)
|x{3}〉 = 1√
6
(0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0)⊤, (64b)
and construct
|x〉 = 1√
2
(|x{2,1}〉+ |x{3}〉), (65)
we obtain
Gcol(|x〉〈x|) = 18
8
. (66)
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